It is noteworthy that the largest part of global vegetation biomass depends on a thin layer of cells: the vascular cambium. Understanding the wood formation processes and relationships with environmental factors is a crucial and timely research question requiring interdisciplinary efforts, also to upscale the information gained and to evaluate implications for tree growth and forest productivity. We provide an overview of wood formation processes up to tree-ring development, bearing in mind that the combined action of intrinsic factors and environmental drivers determines the anatomical traits of a tree ring formed at a specific time and position within the tree's architecture. After briefly reviewing intrinsic factors, we focus attention on environmental drivers highlighting how a correct interpretation of environmental signals in tree rings must be grounded in a deep knowledge of xylogenesis and consequent wood anatomical traits. We provide guidelines on novel methods and approaches recently developed to study xylem formation. We refer to existing literature on established techniques for retrospective analyses in tree-ring series of anatomical and isotopic traits, to assess long-term ecophysiological responses to environmental variations, also giving advice on possible bias because of inter-and within-tree variability. Finally, we highlight that, once the temporal axis of intra-annual tree-ring variability of xylem traits is established by xylogenesis analysis, a multidisciplinary approach linking classical dendro-ecology, wood functional traits (dendro- anatomy) and eco-physiology (here focusing on dendro-isotopes) allows a better interpretation of past environmental events hidden in tree rings, and more reliable forecasts of wood growth in response to climate change.
It is noteworthy that the largest part of global vegetation biomass depends on a thin layer of cells: the vascular cambium. Understanding the wood formation processes and relationships with environmental factors is a crucial and timely research question requiring interdisciplinary efforts, also to upscale the information gained and to evaluate implications for tree growth and forest productivity. We provide an overview of wood formation processes up to tree-ring development, bearing in mind that the combined action of intrinsic factors and environmental drivers determines the anatomical traits of a tree ring formed at a specific time and position within the tree's architecture. After briefly reviewing intrinsic factors, we focus attention on environmental drivers highlighting how a correct interpretation of environmental signals in tree rings must be grounded in a deep knowledge of xylogenesis and consequent wood anatomical traits. We provide guidelines on novel methods and approaches recently developed to study xylem formation. We refer to existing literature on established techniques for retrospective analyses in tree-ring series of anatomical and isotopic traits, to assess long-term ecophysiological responses to environmental variations, also giving advice on possible bias because of inter-and within-tree variability. Finally, we highlight that, once the temporal axis of intra-annual tree-ring variability of xylem traits is established by xylogenesis analysis, a multidisciplinary approach linking classical dendro-ecology, wood functional traits (dendro-In this review, we trace a route from xylogenesis up to tree-ring formation, showcasing the complexity of the process of wood formation due to the interaction between internal factors and environmental drivers (Fig.1) . As regards intrinsic factors, we briefly review them and refer to specific literature about gene expression and regulation. For the involved environmental drivers, we focus on their effects on xylogenesis leading to specific tree-ring features. We highlight that a correct interpretation of environmental signals stored in tree rings cannot leave out of consideration how wood Figure 1 . Scheme summarising the complex interactions among processes and intrinsic and environmental factors during wood formation. Given the strict relations between cambium production and forest biomass formation, there is the need for a multidisciplinary and multiscale approach to achieve a comprehensive understanding of forest health/decline processes.
anatomical traits are created during xylogenesis. Therefore, to achieve a comprehensive understanding of tree-ring formation and the ecological significance of wood traits, common techniques need to be applied to study not only wood formation while it is occurring, but also the relations between specific anatomical traits and environmental cues in long tree-ring chronologies. Indeed, tree rings represent one of the most powerful archives for environmental information over recent millennia (Bradley 1999; Swetnam et al. 1999) . This characteristic lies mostly in two peculiarities of trees that are rare in the living world: they are both long living and sessile. From the data sources point of view, being sessile is an advantage for researchers: in addition to the wealth of environmental signals trees record along their life, there is absolute stability in the recording location. On the other hand, being long living, trees grow and dramatically change their size from the seedling to the adult stage: these ontogenetic changes must be taken into consideration, for instance, through detailed studies on heartwood and sapwood changes as a function of tree size and age.
Here, we also provide guidelines on methods to study xylem formation since common techniques have been agreed recently among different research groups worldwide. We mainly refer to literature as regards techniques for the analysis of wood traits in tree-ring series and point to possible bias in data interpretation to avoid misleading functional conclusions due to inter-and within-tree variability.
Finally, we underline the need for a multidisciplinary approach linking xylogenesis to functional wood traits and eco-physiology, for a complete interpretation of past environmental events stored in tree rings and for a reliable projection of wood growth under expected climate change.
Wood formation: understanding its developmental complexity
Wood formation is a complex process involving cambium activity and differentiation of secondary xylem. The appearance of the vascular cambium about 400 million years ago in the early seed plants can be considered one of the most successful evolutionary "inventions" favouring land colonisation, allowing overcoming hydraulic constraints and permitting the support of a large plant body (Rowe & Speck 2005) . Since the pioneering histological studies dating back more than a century ago, namely the Sanio's uniseriate and the Raats' multiseriate models of the cambium, the study of xylogenesis is now mainly focused on the molecular control of the different phases of cambium proliferation and differentiation of lignified cells, also with novel approaches such as sector analysis (Bossinger & Spokevicius 2018; Ramos & Regan 2018) . Most of the current knowledge derives from studies on model species such as Populus spp. and Arabidopsis thaliana; the latter's cambial activity at the hypocotyl level shows similarities with the secondary growth of angiosperm trees (Chaffey 2002; Barra-Jiménez & Ragni 2017) .
In softwood and hardwood species, the realisation of each phase of xylogenesis is controlled by both intrinsic and environmental factors, resulting, in seasonal climates, in the unique structure of the tree ring formed at a specific time and position within the plant architecture, and furnishing the basis for the reconstruction of tree past behaviour, through dendrochronological, wood anatomical and stable isotope studies.
Among the intrinsic factors regulating vascular differentiation, several theories and mechanisms have been proposed based on the availability and activity of regulators of gene expression and growth (e.g., hormones and transcriptional factors) or on the availability of resources (e.g., carbon, water and nutrients). Recently, the research on hormonal and transcriptional regulation of xylogenesis has received more and more attention because the cambium is considered a meristem of high economic importance whose manipulation can be of interest for the industry (e.g., pulp and paper production, bioenergy and biofuels). Several phytohormones and mobile peptides, as well as transcription factors (e. g., the NAC and MYB families) or other specific compounds (e.g., thermospermine, xylogen), have been identified in complex networks as key regulators of vascular cambial activity and conduit differentiation during secondary growth, although the interaction between them and mechanisms for signalling cross-talk underlying their coordinated action still remain to be determined (Aloni 2013; Barra-Jiménez & Ragni 2017; Heo et al. 2017; Han et al. 2018; Laubscher et al. 2018; Seyfferth et al. 2018) . Several plant hormones are recognised to be crucial for the activity of the vascular cambium, auxins in particular being involved in cell division and differentiation, cytokinins and ethylene in cell proliferation, and gibberellins and brassinosteroids in specific phases of cell differentiation (Zhang et al. 2014; Campbell & Turner 2017; Seyfferth et al. 2018) . Indeed, these hormones act on several aspects of cell-differentiation control including microtubule organisation in cytoskeleton for cellulose microfibril orientation, vesicles trafficking in cell wall deposition, lignin polymerisation and inclusion in cell walls, or programmed cell death. Moreover, their action is often interconnected also due to feedback mechanisms (Escamez & Tuominen 2014; Yang & Wang 2016; Han et al. 2018; Seyfferth et al. 2018) .
For understanding the role of the resource availability and environmental factors (plus their interactions) on xylogenesis, the whole process of xylem conduit formation is generally divided into a few main phases: 1) cell mitotic division, when the division of a cambial mother cell creates a new daughter cell; 2) cell enlargement, when the newly formed xylem cell expands in the radial direction; 3) deposition of the secondary cell wall, when the secondary walls are built and cell walls start lignification; 4) cell maturation, in which thickening and lignification of cell walls is complete and programmed cell death occurs, thus marking the end of cell differentiation and the advent of fully functional tracheary elements (Wilson 1970; Rathgeber et al. 2016) .
The latter or other similar classifications of the different steps of cambial activity and xylogenesis are a simplification, often dictated by the needs of comparative studies or for modelling purposes. For example, several models consider the end of the enlargement phase as the signal for the beginning of the secondary cell-wall deposition, while others assume that cell enlargement is stopped or gradually slowed down, due to increasing cell wall stiffness after the deposition of successive layers of secondary wall (Wilson 1970; Vaganov et al. 2011; Drew & Downes 2015; Hartmann et al. 2017; Cartenì et al. 2018) . In reality, some of these steps overlap, and the degree of overlapping -partly depending on their variable duration -determines the final appearance of conduits in tree rings throughout the year (Cartenì et al. 2018) .
Cell expansion after cambium division is a turgor-driven process which requires enough water availability, but also free sugars and amino acids, to build and maintain the turgor pressure for the protoplast enlargement, which in turn stresses cell walls through reversible and irreversible deformations. Therefore, during growth, the cell wall is stretched but generally does not become thinner, because new wall material is synthesised and deposited outside the protoplast (Ortega 2017) . Cell-wall relaxation, achieved through the action of proteins (e.g., expansins and pectin methylesterases (PMEs)), and controlled by phytohormones (e. g., auxins), is needed for continuing cell expansion according to the Lockhart equation (Lockhart 1965; Braidwood et al. 2014) .
External mechanical forces and geometry cannot be disregarded in wood formation since growing cells are constrained into a tissue characterised by cells with stiffer walls (at least towards the inner part of the stem, where the newly formed cells are in contact with other cells in a more advanced stage of differentiation), which guide/ constrain cell division and expansion (Smet & De Rybel 2016) . Therefore, it appears that the availability of carbohydrates (including the carbon allocation pattern during the growing season), being either involved in turgor pressure maintenance and in cell wall deposition/elasticity, ultimately is a determinant of conduit size and wall thickness and may participate in the transition from early-to latewood (Cartenì et al. 2018) .
Tree-ring formation: cambium phenology and growth dynamics
In biomes characterised by significant seasonality, the vascular cambium is not active throughout the year and the rate and duration of each of the steps of xylogenesis show a dependence on environmental conditions. According to the environmental theory, intra-ring anatomical variations are triggered by environmental constraints and the different phases of xylogenesis are mainly influenced by different factors . For example, the turgor-driven cell enlargement phase might be primarily affected by water availability. The cell wall thickening phase might be mainly dependent on the availability of carbohydrates, thus on all factors affecting photosynthesis, including light, the plant nutritional status, water availability itself and their complex interactions (Cuny et al. 2015) .
In seasonal environments, due to genetic and environmental drivers, wood formation results in "well-defined increments encircling the entire stem" that are called tree rings (Schweingruber 2006) , each of them appearing as a couple of circles, one light and the other dark corresponding to the less dense earlywood (formed in the early part of the growing season) and to the denser latewood (formed later on) (Fritts 1976) . The boundaries between successive tree rings and the transition between earlywood and latewood are quite evident in softwoods, ring-porous and semi-ring-porous hardwoods, while they are less easily distinguishable in diffuse-porous hardwoods.
In extra-tropical environments, the onset and duration of the different phases of xylogenesis have been thoroughly studied in conifer species showing a dormant cambium in winter and an active cambium in spring-summer (Delpierre et al. 2015; Rathgeber et al. 2016) . The control exerted by temperature on cambium dormancy can be very precise: for instance, some Mediterranean pines did not show a true cambium dormancy at sites were winter temperature was above the threshold of 9-10 °C Balzano et al. 2018) . The onset of cambial cell division is mainly controlled by temperature and photoperiod (Delpierre et al. 2019) . In the absence of environmental constraints, cambial activity and cell enlargement rates are maximum around the summer solstice, corresponding to the peak of the day length (Rossi et al. 2006 c; Rathgeber et al. 2016) . After this period, cell wall thickening is prioritised in so far as a similar amount of cell wall material is deposited into a smaller volume due to smaller lumina of developing conduits consequent to the decline in cell expansion (Cuny et al. 2014; . The differential kinetics in cell enlargement and cell wall thickening finally result in changes in the ratio between cell lumen and wall thickness, determining the transition towards latewood. Cessation of cambial division, and then of cell expansion and differentiation, occur later guided by decreasing photoperiod and/or onset of unfavourable conditions such as water deficit or temperature stress. The transition between earlywood and latewood can be explained by resource availability and relations with primary growth (Deslauriers et al. 2009 ). An emerging view considers that at the beginning of the growing season, low sugar availability in the cambium is responsible for slow deposition of cell wall material that favours enlargement, leading to earlywood-type tracheids with wide lumina and thin walls; in late summer and early autumn, high sugar availability would favour cell-wall thickening leading to narrower latewood-type tracheids having thick cell walls (Cartenì et al. 2018) . However, a different view considers a reduction in soluble sugars, due to low photosynthetic levels and shortage of stored starch, as responsible for perturbations in the osmotic status of the cells, inhibiting cell enlargement, and thus leading to the formation of latewood tracheids (Rahman et al. 2016) .
In the absence of constraints, distinct annual rings formed by trees in temperate regions can be used to reconstruct the climatic characteristics of the growing season. In tropical regions, where climate is only slightly seasonal, trees may grow continuously throughout the year and therefore no annual rings are formed. In such conditions, the cambium does not form rings with distinct yearly boundaries: tree growth may be stopped by extreme events such as floods or drought spells, so that unpredictable growth zones are formed. Although hardly cross-dated, tropical woods are gaining increasing dendro-ecological interest (Rozendaal & Zuidema 2011; Battipaglia et al. 2015; Islam et al. 2018) . In semiarid and Mediterranean regions, due to the great spatio-temporal variability of environmental conditions, tree rings are sometimes not formed. Often, clear seasonality is lacking, and cambial activity is not always associated with regular dormancy periods. Tree-growth is often stopped not only when the temperature is too low during the winter, as in temperate regions, but also when periods of drought occur. As a consequence, latewood-like cells can be formed during springtime, when earlywood cells are normally expected, making the identification of tree-ring boundaries difficult. Such rings, observed since the beginning of the past century during the pioneering phases of dendrochronology, were called false rings or double rings and considered a major obstacle for the development of dendrochronology in semiarid regions (see for a review Cherubini et al. 2003) . The so-called characteristic Mediterranean "double stress" (Mitrakos 1980 ) is thus a trigger in the formation of false or double rings and possibly explains bimodal patterns in cambial activity (Camarero et al. 2010; Pacheco et al. 2016) . In Mediterranean environments, this phenomenon happens irregularly in space (at different sites at the same time) and in time (in different years at the same site), so that it is difficult to assign a date to the formation of rings. Starting at the turn of this century, false rings have been called intra-annual density fluctuations (IADFs) (Rigling et al. 2001; De Micco et al. 2007 , 2016a ) and used to understand the ecology and physiology of Mediterranean shrubs and trees (Campelo et al. 2015; Battipaglia et al. 2016; De Micco et al. 2016b; Zalloni et al. 2018a Zalloni et al. , 2018b . IADFs have a tremendous potential for understanding the response of different species to drought and their capability and possibility to adapt to new changing climatic conditions, for reconstructing past intra-annual climatic variability in semiarid ecosystems, and for studying physiological processes underlying tree drought tolerance and survival. The fascinating key question whether IADFs are a sign of genetic adaptation to dry conditions or, rather, of susceptibility to drought stress remains fully open, and IADFs' evolutionary significance remains to be unveiled.
Considering the strict environmental control in the formation of tree rings, for the correct interpretation of climate-triggered structural and chemical signals in long treering series, it becomes necessary to study wood both during its formation, and with retrospective analyses of tree-ring chronologies, using common methods and procedures for data analysis.
Monitoring of wood formation: towards common methods and data analysis
In the last decades, research groups working on tree-ring formation dynamics were created in many countries all over the world, leading to a rapid increase in the number of studies and publications on this topic (Gričar et al. 2011) . Over time, microcoring (Rossi et al. 2006a) has been adopted by most research groups, establishing it as the main technique of sampling for monitoring intra-annual wood formation. Most of these groups also use the same, well-documented, histological techniques to prepare anatomical slides (Rossi et al. 2006b ). Moreover, the majority of wood-formation monitoring studies is based on the same conceptual model of xylem cell differentiation developed by Wilson et al. (1966) . Finally, most research groups also use the same anatomical criteria to discriminate between the different cells of the developing xylem and to count their number or measure the width of the differentiation zones (Rossi et al. 2006b; Martinez Del Castillo et al. 2016) . Thanks to this common practical framework, research groups performing wood-formation monitoring studies produce comparable raw data all over the world ) and this has fostered global studies (e.g., Cuny et al. 2015; Rossi et al. 2016 ).
These raw data are then generally processed into elaborated data: critical dates of xylem development (e.g., onset of cell enlargement, occurrence of maximal growth rate, cessation of cell wall lignification), or critical rates of xylem formation (mean or maximal rate of cell production), on which further analyses can be performed. Recently, the R-package CAVIAR (devoted to check, visualise and process wood-formation monitoring data) implements objective definitions and provides efficient algorithms to compute and analyse critical dates, rates, and durations of wood formation (Rathgeber et al. 2011a (Rathgeber et al. , 2018 .
Here, we briefly review the most common techniques and methods used in woodformation monitoring studies, from sample collection, preparation and observation, to data checking, visualisation and analysis.
Wood sample collection and preparation. Most of the wood-formation monitoring studies are based on groups of at least five healthy trees. These groups can be analysed to answer different research questions such as to: 1) directly investigate the influence ( of environmental factors on their tree-ring formation (e. g., Čufar et al. 2008; De Micco et al. 2016b) ; 2) compare the behaviour of several species growing at the same site (e. g. Camarero et al. 2010; Cuny et al. 2012; Michelot et al. 2012; Balzano et al. 2018) ; 3) compare the behaviour of trees of different classes of age, dimension or social status (e.g., Rathgeber et al. 2011b; Rossi et al. 2016) .
Microcores (2 mm in diameter and 15-20 mm in length) are collected weekly or bi-weekly at breast height using a Trephor® tool (Rossi et al. 2006a) and following an ascending spiral pattern over one or preferably more growing seasons. They are taken at about 2 cm apart to avoid wound tissues and resin ducts, without increasing too much stem circumferential variability (Wodzicki & Zajaczkowski 1970) . Microcores are then generally fixed in a chemical solution and processed for thin sectioning following classical protocols for embedding, cutting and staining (Rossi et al. 2006a; De Micco et al. 2016b) .
Anatomical observations. In wood-formation monitoring studies, the formation of a xylem cell is generally divided into four major stages as reported above: the dividing, the enlarging, the thickening and maturation phases Wilson 1970) .
Cells in the cambial, cell-enlarging (or post-cambial), wall-thickening, and mature zones are generally classified according to criteria reviewed by Rossi et al. (2006b) . In cross section, cambial cells are characterised by thin cell walls and small radial diameters. Cells in the radial enlargement phase are at least twice times larger than cambial cells and exhibit thin walls (Fig. 2a) . Cells in the wall thickening and lignification phase are birefringent under polarised light, while presenting bi-coloured walls when stained with cresyl violet acetate (i.e., cellulose is stained pink and lignin blue) or safranin/ astra blue (i.e., cellulose is stained blue and lignin red). Vessel elements and tracheids are considered mature when walls are completely stained in one uniform colour (i.e., blue with cresyl violet acetate or red with safranin/astra blue) and no trace of cellular content is visible anymore in the lumen.
The number of cells in the cambial (nC), cell-enlarging (nE), wall-thickening (nW), and mature zone (nM), along with the number of cells of the previous ring (i.e. the tree ring formed during the previous growing season, nPR), are generally counted along at least three radial files. Alternatively, for angiosperms the widths of the four differentiation zones (wC, wE, wW, wM) and of the previous ring (wPR) can be measured (Fig. 2b) . Elaborated data production and further analyses. The use of the R package CAVIAR to analyse wood formation monitoring data makes it easier to check, visualise and standardise raw data, improving the overall dataset quality. The CAVIAR package provides robust and efficient functions to compute (based on logistic regressions), display, and analyse (based on bootstrap tests) wood formation phenology critical dates and durations (Rathgeber et al. 2011a) . CAVIAR also provides robust and efficient algorithms to model (based on Gompertz functions), display, and analyse (based on bootstrap tests) intra-annual dynamics of xylogenesis (Rathgeber et al. 2018) . For temperate and boreal forest trees, logistic regressions provide the best estimates of critical dates in tree-ring formation, while Gompertz models usually capture very well wood formation dynamics during the main part of the growing season (Camarero et al. 1998; Rossi et al. 2003) . There is still a need for the development of new algorithms based on generalised additive models (GAM) to upgrade wood formation phenology and dynamics functions and also develop new functions devoted to cell differentiation kinetics. This should improve the robustness and accuracy of CAVIAR in case of missing or scarce data (e.g. bi-weekly or monthly samplings).
In the last decade, the progress in methodologies and techniques for the study of xylogenesis has allowed the establishment of databases that can be continuously upgraded, where large data sets of measurements from different species, sites and years are used to develop models explaining the relationships between wood formation processes and environmental factors, with the ultimate goal of predicting future growth and productivity of forests. Most available data until now refer to conifers, but more recently studies on deciduous angiosperm species have increased (Rossi et al. 2014; Cuny et al. 2015; Rossi et al. 2016; Delpierre et al. 2019; Martinez Del Castillo et al. 2019; Prislan et al. 2019) . However, in our view, the definition of algorithms and functions to model critical dates in tree-ring formation for especially Mediterreanean or tropical angiosperm species remains a challenge, but an increasing interest in the study of their xylogenesis will likely allow a better understanding of their specific dynamics in the near future.
Retrospective analysis of wood anatomical traits: understanding within-plant variability and temporal trends to avoid bias in data interpretation
In dendro-ecological and dendro-anatomical studies, a considerable effort has been directed towards understanding and quantifying variability: within individual trees, and between and within species; especially the change in ring width according to tree age/size in order to separate at best the signal of interest and use ring width as an environmental proxy. However, this is still an open issue, mostly because woody plants can be extremely plastic in relation to their growth strategies. They can, for example, fully or partially omit growing for one or several years, support suppression for decades and, then, abruptly release their secondary growth in response to changes in the environmental conditions, according to extreme fluctuations in the climate seasonality or forest dynamics (Fritts 1976; Cook & Kairiukstis 1990 ). The result is that despite the expected biological trend in the ring-width pattern, with the progressive decline of ring width along a cross-sectional radius, additional temporal fluctuations can be triggered by, for example, stand disturbances or climate events. For this reason it is not possible to define a single objective and always effective way to standardise ring-width series (Cook & Kairiukstis 1990; Biondi & Qeadan 2008 ).
Moving to the anatomical level, common methods for analysing anatomical traits in long tree-ring chronologies, from histological preparation of slides up to data analysis, have been shared among different research groups since many years (Cook & Kairiukstis 1990; Fonti et al. 2010; De Micco et al. 2012; von Arx et al. 2013; De Micco et al. 2014; von Arx & Carrer 2014; De Micco et al. 2016c; von Arx et al. 2016) . Several traits/parameters including lumen size, cell-wall thickness or parenchyma features have already shown their potential in environmental investigations for their close links with eco-physiological processes involved in tree growth (Fonti et al. 2010) . However, despite being a basic element of tree rings, many of those traits proved to have a fully independent behaviour which results in the possibility to observe and extract independent trends and different environmental signals compared to the customary ring-width . For example, the conduit lumen size, probably the xylem trait mostly used to date for producing long time anatomical series (Fonti & Garcia-González 2008; Castagneri et al. 2015) , is characterised by a more stable and homogenous growing trend if compared with the typical age and size ones . This is reasonable because: i) the key function of xylem conduits is the delivery of water throughout the plant from the rootlets up to the stomata (Zimmerman 1983) ; ii) during the ontogenetic development, the size of a tree increases by many orders of magnitude and the hydraulic system must cope with these changes to maintain an efficient water transport; iii) all trees share throughout their life and across taxa and genera the same basic anatomical and physiological design (West et al. 1999) , and iv) trees grow in diameter for all their life but there is a site-and species-specific height limit. Moreover, a tree can support and recover after many years of abrupt growth reduction but the crown cannot survive the same significant long-lasting shrinking in conduit size, which generally leads to tree decline and mortality (Pellizzari et al. 2016) .
Plant size is the main driver of conduit diameter variation (West et al. 1999; Anfodillo et al. 2006; Lazzarin et al. 2016; Olson et al. 2018) . Consequently, taller trees produce wider conduits at the stem base (Fig. 3) which are more vulnerable to drought-or coldinduced xylem embolism. These large trees should be more vulnerable to drought stress as suggested by recent meta-analyses (Bennett et al. 2015 ; but see Colangelo et al. 2017b) . The allometric association between vessel diameter and stem length therefore could represent a scaling line theoretically delineating a maximum size for tree survival under drought stress.
The rather rigid relation between tree height and conduit dimension must be seriously considered in all investigations and in comparative studies trees with the same height should be selected to avoid misinterpretation. Moreover, standardisation is not always really needed: in tree-ring series of trees selected in the classical dendrochronological way (i.e. the tallest and oldest trees in a stand), the most recent part of the growth curve (corresponding to years when trees have already reached their maximum height) may show no trends (Carrer et al. , 2017 . Considering the crucial role of the standardisation process in dendrochronology, having the possibility to skip this step would facilitate the analysis and reduce the possibilities of biased inferences (Carrer et al. 2017 ).
Upscaling information: environmental pressure on wood formation dynamics and links with tree mortality
Warmer and drier conditions are triggering forest die-back events worldwide and are raising background tree mortality rates, thus causing tree death across multiple biomes (Allen et al. 2010 . Radial stem growth is sensitive to drought stress and related physiological processes responsible for the loss in tree vigour such as leaf shedding or damage to the vascular cambium (Dobbertin 2005; Gričar et al. 2009; Camarero et al. 2015 Camarero et al. , 2016 . Therefore, multiple tree ring variables have been used to infer changes in tree vigour and/or to predict the probability of tree death (Pedersen 1998 ). This approach is rooted in the search of early-warning signals which would allow forecasting when and where forest die-back and abnormally high mortality rates would occur (Bigler et al. 2006 (Bigler et al. , 2007 Camarero et al. 2015; Cailleret et al. 2019) .
Classically, ring-width variables such as tree-ring width, basal area increment, relative growth trends, autocorrelation, and year-to-year variability have been used as input to develop logistic tree mortality models (Bigler & Bugmann 2004; Cailleret et al. 2016) . These radial growth data can be obtained for many individuals and forests, they cover long periods, allow studying lagged mortality responses to climate stressors (e. g., droughts) and assessing post-stress resilience, and reflect changes in tree vigour across multiple spatio-temporal scales (Anderegg et al. 2015; Camarero et al. 2018; Gazol et al. 2018) . Usually, a decrease in radial growth before tree death is observed (Cailleret et al. 2017 ) and slow growth rates are associated with increased crown defoliation . However, such drop in wood production prior to the mortality event may encompass several orders of magnitude (1-100 years). Commonly gymnosperms show long-term growth declines associated with a gradual decline in hydraulic performance,
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Tracheid diameter Figure 3 . Tracheid diameter scales with tree height across taxa and forest types, represented by the dashed scaling line. In large trees, the wider conduits make them more vulnerable to drought stress; declining (defoliated or dying) trees are represented with reduced crown and red and yellow branches. Modified from Olson et al. (2018). whereas angiosperms typically show relatively small and short-term growth reductions often associated with hydraulic failure coupled with depletion in carbon reserves. Nevertheless, associating particular growth patterns of declining or dying trees to the main dieback mechanisms (hydraulic failure vs carbon starvation; e.g., McDowell et al. 2008) is challenging. The widely reported pattern of growth decline before tree death is not universal, and there is a great variability of growth patterns in declining and recently dead trees, between and within species. There are exceptions to the patterns showing that trees predisposed to die have low growth rates (Ogle et al. 2000) or are more responsive to climate prior to tree death (Suarez et al. 2004) . In some cases, rapid early growth rates may predispose trees to drought-induced death (Jenkins & Pallardy 1995) . Fast-growing trees can produce wider conduits and show higher hydraulic conductivity but also a higher vulnerability to drought-induced xylem embolism . In addition, biotic factors of stress (pathogens, hemiparasites, defoliators) may amplify the loss of vigour by reducing radial growth and making trees more vulnerable to drought or climate stress (e. g., Colangelo et al. 2018; Sangüesa-Barreda et al. 2015) . Such synergistic interactions between biotic and climatic stressors on growth are still scarcely understood; despite it is assumed they contribute to a rapid loss of vigour and often cause a rapid tree death following the conceptual model of Manion (1991) . For instance, several deciduous trees (e.g., ash, elm) are particularly vulnerable to wilt diseases which impair hydraulic conductivity (also due to induction of vessel occlusion) causing leaf wilting, short-term growth declines and rapid death of trees (Martín et al. 2010; De Micco et al. 2016d) . Therefore, more research is needed to identify stable and consistent anatomical early-warning signals, likely associated to functional leaf and wood traits and to wood types (e.g., gymnosperms vs angiosperms, diffuse-porous vs ring-porous angiosperms) or specific groups of environmental constraints, to achieve a reliable risk assessment for tree mortality.
A multidisciplinary approach linking anatomical traits to ecophysiology
There is common agreement that a broad understanding of on-going tree mortality and die-back events should be based on better insights into long-term tree functioning. Tree rings and wood anatomical traits are valuable proxies for quantifying the extent of plastic tree responses to environmental stressors, but as pointed out above, no universal pattern of variation has been identified so far in declining trees. To move forward in our understanding of the complex phenomenon of tree-growth decline, the research agenda needs to be based on a multi-trait approach (Battipaglia et al. 2014a ). This may compare simultaneously an array of proxies of tree functioning including e.g. ring-width data, wood anatomy and carbon and oxygen isotope fractionation (e.g., Battipaglia et al. 2010 Battipaglia et al. , 2014b Voltas et al. 2013; Colangelo et al. 2017a; Castagneri et al. 2018; Zalloni et al. 2019) .
Such an approach would aid to disentangle the physiological mechanisms underlying tree performance and, ultimately, tree death, thus improving our knowledge of stresstriggered die-back processes. For instance, wood anatomical traits as lumen area may be better early-warning signals of impending tree death than ring-width data (i.e., they may record earlier signals of vigour loss), and may allow determining if growth decline is linked to a long-term loss in hydraulic performance (Fonti et al. 2010; Pellizzari et al. 2016) . In addition, tree-ring C and O isotopes can be used to test for the relative importance of physiological mechanisms making trees more vulnerable, resistant or resilient in response to drought stress Colangelo et al. 2017a; Gessler et al. 2018) . This is because the spatiotemporal variation in C and O isotopes can be retrospectively related to leaf-level physiology (e.g., Eilmann et al. 2010; AndreuHayles et al. 2011; Shestakova et al. 2014) . Such spatial and temporal integration is particularly relevant to monitor, together with ring width and wood anatomy traits, how trees are responding to the combined effects of climate change and increasing atmospheric CO 2 . For example, a variable temporal association between ring width and carbon isotope composition (δ 13 C) is indicative of the degree of stomatal limitation to photosynthesis as the crucial mechanism determining carbon sequestration under water-limited conditions (Voelker et al. 2014) . This association is site-dependent and may be indicative of regional shifts in physiological activity linked to earlier seasonal drought impacts .
Intrinsic water-use efficiency (WUEi), or the ratio of the net photosynthesis to stomatal conductance of water (Farquhar et al. 1989) , is a key characteristic that determines, at least in part, the carbon and water balance of forests and can be estimated from wood α-cellulose δ 13 C (Seibt et al. 2008) . Climate warming and increasing atmospheric CO 2 are leading to changes in WUE i of tree species observed in many ecosystems (Saurer et al. 2014; Frank et al. 2015; van der Sleen et al. 2015) . The extent of such plastic tree responses determines the spatial and temporal dimensions of the variation of this important functional characteristic. Genetic differentiation among species or functional groups, and also at the intra-specific level, adds complexity to the interpretation of WUEi patterns across scales.
At the spatial level, a large plasticity in WUEi is commonly observed across aridity gradients, and principally in species (such as pines) that are prone to close stomata under water shortage in order to maintain approximately constant leaf water potentials (Del Castillo et al. 2013) . Changes in WUEi exceeding 30% among stands have been detected in e.g. Pinus halepensis or Pinus sylvestris (Santini et al. 2018) . Interspecific differences among Pinus spp. can be even higher, and these differences are well related to their particular ecological niches defined in terms of water availability (Fig. 4) . In contrast, anisohydric species such as Mediterranean oaks show consistently lower WUEi than pines, limited plasticity and less obvious species differentiation if surveyed in drought-prone environments (Fig. 4) . These patterns are a likely determinant of ecosystem WUE (the ratio between gross primary productivity and evapotranspiration) variation, hence influencing water and carbon economy at the stand level. Under comparatively homogeneous stand conditions (e.g. similar leaf area indices and crown closure), long-term spatial WUEi estimates based on tree rings can be successfully related to ecosystem-level WUE inferred from remote sensing data (Santini et al. 2018) .
At the temporal level, understanding ecosystem WUE trajectories is an urgent research priority in global change ecology, with the ultimate goal of shedding light on how forests may react to future climate change at the global scale. The realisation that δ 13 C-based WUEi estimates are in close agreement with eddy covariance measurements (Dekker et al. 2016) or modelled ecosystem WUE (Saurer et al. 2014; Frank et al. 2015) confirms that tree rings are able to record vegetation-climate feedbacks. Disentangling the physiological effects of elevated CO 2 and warmer and drier climate conditions on long-term WUEi trends is fundamental for this purpose. Increasing evidence based on retrospective analyses of tree-ring δ 13 C time series demonstrates leaf-level biochemical acclimation that can be partly attributed to one or another factor during the last 100 years (e.g., Maseyk et al. 2011; Frank et al. 2015) . The nature and magnitude of these responses are physiologically far from a passive regulation of gas exchange, as would be suggested by constancy of differences between internal (Ci) and external (Ca) CO 2 concentrations over time (Saurer et al. 2004) . Rather, most studies indicate coordination of gas exchange processes, or a set point for gas exchange, symptomatic of maintenance of a constant Ci/Ca ratio. This effect has resulted in improved WUEi In agreement with their isohydric performance, pines (green dots) exhibit a higher WUEi than oaks. The exception is the treeline species Pinus uncinata, which shows similar WUE i to those of oak species, albeit forming high-elevation, cold-limited (i. e. non water-limited) stands. Besides, WUEi of pines is proportional to the amount of water limitation faced by each species (annual precipitation, Pan). On the other hand, oaks display a relatively low WUEi and limited plasticity for WUE i, which concurs with an anisohydric strategy. Such behaviour seems independent of the particular functional group (i. e. deciduous species (blue dots) vs evergreen species (white dot)). Data adapted from: Ferrio & Voltas (2005) , Shestakova et al. (2014) , Granda et al. (2017) and Santini et al. (2018) using a number of representative sampling sites per species (N = 3 to 30) from north-eastern Spain. The error bars denote standard deviation of site means for leaf-level WUE i using α-cellulose of tree rings. A value of + 2.1 ‰ was added to the α-cellulose carbon isotope discrimination (Δ 13 C) values to estimate Δ 13 C at the leaf level .
over the 20 th century, with predominance of elevated CO 2 effects over warming/drying influences (Dekker et al. 2016; Fernández de Uña et al. 2016; Xu et al. 2018 ; but see Choury et al. 2017) . A careful examination of tree-ring-based WUEi trajectories can provide valuable clues on critical physiological thresholds under current warming (i.e. WUEi asymptote) that may compromise the future survival of forests.
Combined studies of tree-ring growth and WUEi can also provide a better understanding of how plants in general, and trees in particular, reorganise their water-use strategies to survive. Recent studies have shown that about-to-die trees presented a previous long term increase in growth rate coupled to a reduction of WUEi indicative of higher stomatal conductance (Colangelo et al. 2017a; Timofeeva et al. 2017; Gessler et al. 2018) . In recent years, compound-specific isotope analysis (CSIA) has become a complementary tool in tree-ring analyses. This approach can be applied to measure seasonal changes in isotope ratios of various tree tissues (Simard et al. 2013 , Rinne et al. 2015b , allowing to determine values of δ 13 C and δ 18 O individually in freshly produced leaf sugars (glucose, fructose, raffinose and others), transport sugars (sucrose) as well as in storage compounds (starch and lipids), providing a much more detailed picture of carbon allocation and storage (Richter et al. 2009; Rinne et al. 2012; Streit et al. 2013; Zech et al. 2013; Rinne et al. 2015a) . Recently, the analysis of intra-molecular carbon isotope ratios has been proposed as a way to extract more comprehensive and precise signals from tree rings, opening new avenues in the interpretation of dendro records (Wieloch et al. 2018) .
CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

Crossing spatial and temporal scales
In woody species, such as trees and shrubs, information on past performance can be decoded in functional anatomical traits and isotopic signals stored in tree rings, since they derive from a synthesis of the various intrinsic and environmental factors occurring during growth. However, a correct functional interpretation of such signals must be guided by the study of xylogenesis, which traces the intra-annual temporal axis to relate intra-ring variation of traits with intra-seasonal environmental variations. This is true especially in species growing in semiarid environments, such as the Mediterranean, where different species can follow different site-specific time patterns of cambium activity, leading to complex tree-ring chronologies, partly due to the presence of intraannual density fluctuations.
Currently only a few studies have linked the in-vivo xylogenesis monitoring with the retrospective analyses of tree-ring chronologies. We believe that it is possible to achieve a comprehensive understanding of the relationships between wood functional traits and environmental signals, by adopting a multidisciplinary approach based on the study of cambium production together with dendro-sciences (dendro-ecology, -anatomy and -isotopes). The time is ripe for the application of such an interdisciplinary approach, since a renewed awareness on the need to involve wood research in traitbased ecology is emerging. Moreover, from a methodological viewpoint, there have been valuable advances on common procedures for sample collection and preparation up to data elaboration. The quantification of wood traits during xylogenesis and in long tree-ring chronologies, once accounting for intra-plant variability due to age trends (for example), is not far from the principles of anatomical and histological phenotyping.
Here, we argue that the proposed interdisciplinary approach can help to: i) understand how and when the resources acquired through photosynthesis and those re-mobilised from storage tissues are utilised to drive xylogenesis, thus determining specific wood phenology; ii) clarify the relations between climatic variables and tree-ring growth as well as their spatial and temporal stability; iii) reconstruct the long-term variation of tree water-use efficiency under climatic constraints; iv) define a detailed key of interpretation of the signs of climatic variation in tree rings of species from semiarid and Mediterranean regions; and finally v) evaluate how woody plants can vary their role of carbon sink at intra-seasonal resolution, forecasting long-term plant responses triggered by global changes or regional modifications of land use.
Further research is needed to investigate the variability of plant plasticity at different levels, focusing on spatial and temporal variability in terms of radial growth, functional anatomy and related ecophysiological processes.
